Abstract: The Quality of image fusion is an essential determinant of the value of processing images fusion for many applications. Spatial and spectral qualities are the two important indexes that used to evaluate the quality of any fused image. However, the jury is still out of fused image's benefits if it compared with its original images. In addition, there is a lack of measures for assessing the objective quality of the spatial resolution for the fusion methods. Therefore, an objective quality of the spatial resolution assessment for fusion images is required. Most important details of the image are in edges regions, but most standards of image estimation do not depend upon specifying the edges in the image and measuring their edges. However, they depend upon the general estimation or estimating the uniform region, so this study deals with new method proposed to estimate the spatial resolution by Contrast Statistical Analysis (CSA) depending upon calculating the contrast of the edge, non edge regions and the rate for the edges regions. Specifying the edges in the image is made by using Soble operator with different threshold values. In addition, estimating the color distortion added by image fusion based on Histogram Analysis of the edge brightness values of all RGB-color bands and Lcomponent.
INTRODUCTION
Many fusion methods have proposed for fusing high spectral and spatial resolution of satellite images to produce multispectral images having the highest spatial resolution available within the data set. The theoretical spatial resolution of fused images ‫ܨ‬ is supposed to be equal to resolution of high spatial resolution panchromatic imageܲ‫;ܰܣ‬ but in reality, it reduced. Quality is an essential determinant of the value of surrogate digital images. Quantitative measures of image quality to yield reliable image quality metrics can be used to assess the degree of degradation. Image quality measurement has become crucial for most image processing applications [1] .
With the growth of digital imaging technology over the past years, there were many attempts to develop models or metrics for image quality that incorporate elements of human visual sensitivity [2] . However, there is no current standard and objective definition of spectral and spatial image quality. Image quality must be inferred from measurements of spatial resolution, calibration accuracy, and signal to noise, contrast, bit error rate, sensor stability, and other factors [3] . Most important details of the spatial resolution image are included in edges regions, but most of its standards assessment does not depend upon specifying edges in the image and measuring their edges, but they depend upon the general estimation or estimating the uniform region [4] [5] [6] .
Therefore, in this study, a new scheme for evaluation, spatial quality of the fused images based on Contrast Statistical Analysis (CSA), and it depends upon the edge and non-edge regions of the image. The edges of the image are made by using Soble operator with different thresholds, and in comparing its results with traditional method of MTF depending upon the uniform region of the image as well as on completely image as the metric evaluation of the spatial resolution. In addition, this study testifies the metric evaluation of the spectral quality of the fused images based on Signal to Noise Ratio SNR of image upon separately uniform regions and comparing its results with other method depends on whole MS & fused images.
The paper is planned in five sections that are as follows: Section I, which is considered the introduction of the study, brings framework and background of the study, Section II illustrates the quality evaluation of fused images i.e., a new proposed scheme of spatial evaluation quality of fused images defined as Contrast Statistical Analysis Technique CSA. Section III brings experimenting and analyzing results of the study based on pixel and feature level fusion including: High -FrequencyAddition Method (HFA) [20] , High Frequency Modulation Method (HFM) [7] , Regression variable substitution (RVS) [8] , Intensity Hue Saturation (IHS) [9] , Segment Fusion (SF), Principal Component Analysis based Feature Fusion (PCA) and Edge Fusion (EF) [10] . All these methods will mention in section IV. Section V will be the conclusion of the study.
II. QUALITY EVALUATION OF THE FUSED IMAGES
The quality Evaluation of the fused images clarified through describing of various spatial and spectral quality metrics that used to evaluate them. With respect to the original multispectral images MS, the spectral fidelity of the fused images is described. The spectral quality of the fused images analyzed by compare them with spectral characteristics of resampled original multispectral imagesM ୩ . Since the goal is to preserve the radiometry of the original MS images, any metric used must measure the amount of change in digital number values of the pan-sharpened or fused image F ୩ and compared to the original imageM ୩ for each of band k. In order to evaluate the spatial properties of the fused images, a panchromatic image PAN and intensity image of the fused image have to be compared since the goal is to retain the high spatial resolution of the PAN image.
A. The MTF Analysis
This technique defined as Modulation transfer function (MTF) [3] and referred to Michelson Contrast ‫ܥ‬ ெ . In order to calculate the spatial resolution by this method, it is common to measure the contrast of the targets and their background [11] . In this study, I used this technique in equation (1) to calculating the contrast rating based on uniform regions as well as overall images. The homogenous regions selected (see Fig. 11 ) have the size as the following: 1.
30 × 30 Block size for two different homogenous regions named b1 b2 respectively. 2. 10 × 10 Block size for seven different homogenous regions at same time named b3. Contrast performance over a spatial frequency range is characterized by the ‫ܥ‬ ெ [3] :
Where ‫ܫ‬ ௫ ‫ܫ‬ are the maximum and minimum radiance values recorded over the region of the homogenous image. For a nearly homogeneous image, ‫ܥ‬ ெ would have a value close to zero while the maximum value of ‫ܥ‬ ெ is 1.0.
B. Signal-to Noise Ratio (ܴܵܰ)
The signal-to-noise ratio SNR is a measure of the purity of a signal [11] . Other means measuring the ratio between information and noise of the fused image [12] . Therefore, estimation of noise contained within image is essential which leads to a value indicative of image quality of the spectral resolution. Here, this study proposes to estimate the SNR based on regions for evaluation of the spectral quality. Also, results of the SNR based on regions that was compared with other results of the SNR based on whole MS and Fused images employed in our previous studies [13] . The two methods as the following:
SNR a Based On Regions
The SNR evaluation is Similar to contrast analysis technique, the final SNR rating is based on a 30 × 30 block size for two different regions of the homogenous as well as seven different regions at same time a 10x10 block size (see fig.3 ) image calculation of all RGB-color bands ݇. Which reflects the SNR across the whole image, the SRN in this implementation defined as follows [14] :
Where: ܴܵܰ Signal-to Noise Ratio, ߪ standard deviation and ߤ the mean of brightness values of RGB band ݇ in the image region. The mean value μ ୩ is defined as [15] :
The standard deviation σ is the square root of the variance. The variance of image reflects the dispersion degree between the brightness values and the brightness mean value. The larger σ is more disperse than the gray level. The definition of σ is [15] :
ܴܵܰ Based On Whole ‫ܵܯ‬ With Fused Images
In this method, the signal is the information content of original MS imageM ୩ , while the merging ‫ܨ‬ can cause the noise, as error that is added to the image fusion. The signal-to-noise ratioܴܵܰ , given by [16] :
The SNR therefore is a relative value that reflects the percentage of significant values representing borders of objects. Thus, the SNR can be used to generate an indication of image quality of spectral resolution in dependence on the results of analyzing the image data. In the first method the result of ܴܵܰ should has highly dissimilar to the results of MS as possible.
In the second method, the maximum value of ܴܵܰ is the best image to preservation of the spectral quality for the original MS image.
C. The Histogram Analysis
The histograms of the multispectral original MS and the fused bands must be evaluated [17] . If the spectral information preserved in the fused image, its histogram will closely resemble the histogram of the MS image. The analysis of histogram deals with the brightness value histograms of all RGB-color bands, and L-component of the resample MS image and the fused image that computed the edges of image's points regions only by using the next technique to estimated the edge regions. A greater difference of the shape of the corresponding histograms represents a greater spectral change [18] .
III. CSA a New Scheme Of Spatial Evaluation Quality of The Fused Images
To explain the new proposed technique of Contrast Statistical Analysis CSA for evaluation the quality of the spatial resolution specifying the edges in the image by using Soble operator. In this technique the metric starts by applying Soble edge detector for the whole image [19, 20] , but the new proposed method based on contrast calculation of each of the edge and homogenous regions. The steps for evaluation of the spatial resolution as follows: 1-Apply Soble edge detector for the whole image with different thresholds of its operator i.e. 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100. 2-The pixel value of the image is labeled into edge regions or homogenous regions in corresponding with applied Soble thresholds. If the pixel number value is greater than a certain predefined threshold, it (the pixel) is labeled as an edge point, otherwise, it is considered smooth or homogenous region and further processing is disabled. 3-Calculated the rate of the strong edges pixels for all RGB bands ݇ with different thresholds of Soble operators and drawing the histograms for them as well.
4-Estimate the mean µ and standard deviation ߪ for all RGB bands ݇ of all edges points and homogenous regions. 5-Finally, CSA was calculated by the statistical characteristics of the edges points and homogenous regions for all RGB color bands ݇ in image were adopted according to equation (1) . Here, the ‫ܫ‬ & ‫ܫ‬ ௫ are calculated by adopting the mean µ (eq.3)and standard deviation ߪ (eq.4) of edges regions at (n, m) for the intensity ݂ (݅, ݆) of image components relating to points and homogenous regions according to the two following relations:
Where: CSA contrast of band k, μ mean, σ standard deviation. For a nearly homogeneous image, ‫ܣܵܥ‬ would have a value close to zero while the maximum value of ‫ܣܵܥ‬ is 1.0. The maximum contrast value for the image means that it has the high spatial resolution.
IV.
EXPERIMENTAL &ANALYSIS RESULTS
The above assessment techniques are tested on fusion of Indian IRS-1C PAN (0.50 -0.75 µm) of the 5.8 m resolution panchromatic PAN band and the Landsat TM red (0.63 -0.69 µm), green (0.52 -0.60 µm) and blue (0.45 -0.52 µm) bands of 30 m resolution multispectral image MS were used in this work. Fig.2 shows IRS-1C PAN and multispectral MS TM images. Hence, this work is an attempt to study the quality of the images fused from different and b3 of image fusion methods. It is obvious that the result of CSA is better than MTF since the CSA gave the smallest different ratio between the image fusion methods. Generally, According to the computation results, CSA based on whole regions in Fig.4 & Fig.6 and the maximum contrast was for EF methods where the other methods that have high contrast than the original of MS image except IHS and PCA methods. The EF method has many details of information however; it is appearing not really information as the PAN image because this technique depending on the sharpening filters. Fig.8 shows the results of CSA proposed method. It is evident that of this metric provides the accurate results with each band in Fig.8 are better than previous criteria that based on region or completely image. Because of CSA, the criteria that approved on the edge by Soble operator do not subject to choice the homogenous region that may possibly not be the same in Fig.5 & Fig.6 . For instance the results of the homogeneous been selected were the results of By analyzing impact change of the threshold values on CSA results in Fig.8 , it observed that the number of edges decreased when the threshold values increasing as a relationship inverse. However, it appears in Figure 9 not affected by the values of CSA that based on homogeneous regions according to threshold values change as observed in previous results of the edges in Fig.8 . It can be absorbed the effectiveness of the improvement spatial for the merging used CSA through homogeneous regions by Soble operator in Fig.10 that does not appear the difference accurately. Despite applied the same of threshold values as applied on the edges image in Fig.8 . Because that the edges are really showing the improvement of the spatial resolution of the images, while not appear that the spatial improvement in the homogeneous regions.
B.
Spectral Quality Metrics Results Using two different measuring evaluation techniques are the SNR and Histogram analysis to testify the degree of color distortion caused by the different fusion methods as the following: The analyzing SNR of the spectral quality for the image fusion methods based on the regions that using eq.2, the results shown in Fig. 11 . It is clearly SNR This means SNR has various results dependence on the selected region. It is obvious from the results of the SNR in Fig.11 for example SF has best results followed by HFA method in the region b1, the same results of original MS image, but in other regions the results were closely. Analyzing the results of SNR based on whole images used eq.5 in Fig.12 .
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